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Further investigation of the interference minimums in the low-frequency electromagnetic
fields produced by a submerged vertical magnetic dipole
A. S.Imm
Unirrrsity of Portland, Portland, Orrgon

A. C. Fraser-Smith

The qm1si slalk elc1:1rnm;ir,11etie fields ge11ernled along the sea surface by a submerged vert.ical
magm:lic dipole am evr:ihmled m1merie.lllly using exact exprcssion.s am! lhe results are plottc~ m a
parnmelric form for so1n1:e dcpllls vurymg from 2 lo n4 seawater skm deplhs @. !Ile tllrves sil~w foul
them is u millimllm ill Ille amplilllde of Ilic vertical compolleill of Ille magllelnc field for llo~Z©lllal
dislallccs from Um smnrce ill tile rallgc ~MB um! for dipole depllls rangillg fro~ 2 I~ 11@, wnl~ _Ille
dccpesl minimllm OCCllITill!l al a IJolfii.WlllUI di§lam:e of Pmlo ci 1!.1}78 WliCll lllc dnpole IS UI U Cnlntul
dcpll1 of d., a 4.i;rn. Tlicrn also c;dsls a similar minim11m poi111 in Ille vurfalion ~lollg Ille imrfoce of
Ilic umplilmle of Ilic tolal dcclric IMd for horizontal dis1u11ces from Ille ~mnrne m tl~e rnnge .1(}=>20@
and dipole deptlis ra1113iui5 from 4 lo 2~@. willi Ilic deepest mi11im11m oc~u.rrrng oil u liornw111al d1slu111:e
of Pmi~ c::i 12.\>S@ when Ilic dipole is al~ depl!i of«!., a \>.31!@. Dolli mmnmum: urn due lo ~lie slrn11g
des1rn1:1ivc i111crforn11cc ftlc1wee11 Ilic dnrcel u11d Ilic lalernl wave componelllb of Ilic ficid~. No s11~1i
mi11imtnm poi111 citisl§ for Ilic vmioi1io11 of Ille umplilmle oftlie llolfizo111ul componenl of Ille mu1311e1nc
fie!!!.
0

I. INTRODUCTHJN

In a theornticaU study of the quasi-static ULF!
ELF magnetic fields generated at the surface of an
infinitely deep sea by submerged harmonic mug
netic dipoles, Fras€U'QSmith mul Bubi:mik [1976] discovered some unexpected and surprisingly sharp
minimums in their computed field ampHtudes for
both vertical magnetic dipole CVMD> and hori:rnntal
magnetic dipole CHMD) sources. The dmmctcris
tics of the minimums depended strongly cm the
dipole type, on the magnetic field component, and
cm the frequency and depth of the dipole sources,
but when they appeared they wcrn always located
at the point of transition to the power law decline
with increasing distance Hmt is typical for the field
components at large distances. Figure 1. reproduced from Fraset Smitli aml Bubenik [1916],
shows some examples of these minimums as they
appeared in the original data plots. Bmmister
[1984a, b] later derived new approximate expresQ
sions for the field components produced by the
0
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0
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VMD and confirmed the existence of the FraserQ
Smith and Bubenik minimums analytically. He also
stated that the physical phenomenon behind the
deep minimums was destructive interference be
tween the direct and lateral wave components of the
field, in agreement with the earlier attribution of
BubenU~ and Fraser-Smith [1918] and Fraser-Smith
mul Bubenik [1979]. (The "lateral" and "up~and
over" wave designations used by Bmmister [1984a,
b] and by Fras£11' Smitli tmd Bubenik [1979], respec
tively, are essentially the same; sec Stainum aml
Tamir [1966] for a general discussion of the proper
ties of the lateral wave). Because the minimums
have potential application in experiments to verify
the extensive theory that has now been developed
for the fields produced by submerged dipole
sources, and in the interpretation of the fields
produced by such sources in practice, we here
analyze the fields produced at the surface of a sea of
infinite depth by a submerged VMD in greater detail
and obtain more information about the minimums
observed in both its magnetic and electric field
components.
Theoretical expressions for the quasi static subQ
surface-to-surface propagation of the electromag
netic fields produced by submerged VMD have
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Fig. 2. The l_leomelry emrloyed ill eomr111in1.11he ekclrfo aml
mrJl_llletic field eompollellts IJp, E,~. i:md D~ ut poillt Pon Ille sea
s11rfaee (;; == !l) d11e lo u VMD dipok source loealed al a deplll d
©liliow Ille s1nrfaee.

depth of the conducting medium (seawater in this
case), which means that the results can be used for
au frequencies in the range for which the quasi~
static approximation is vaUid. Since the apprnxima~
tion requires only that the sourcc rccciver distances
be much smaUer than a free space wavelength, and
the largest such distances considered fo this work
arc of the order of 24 seawater skin depths, the
apprnximation is not particularly restrictive and our
results will certainly be valid for aU frequencies in
the VLF range (3=30 kHz) and below. The upper
medium Cair~ is assumed w be nonconducting (er =
0 Sfm) and both media arc assumed to be nonmaga
neHc ~/J. =11© =o 411' ?( 10=1 Him). Tim displacement
cummts in both media have been neglected, \Vhich
is a good assumption for the quasi static case.
Because of our use of a parametric apprt1ach, the
results of our work urn not only applicable to the
case of the air-sea interface but they can also be
used for the air~Earth interface, or any other inter~
face between a semi-infinite nondissipative and a
semi infn11ite dissipative media separated by a plane
boundary.
0

0

been tabulated by a number of authors [e.g., Wait
med Campbell, 1953; Bm"ios, 1%6; Sinha aml Bhm~
uw!wrya, 1966; Kraielumm, 1916; FrtM'er SmWa
mad Bubenik, 1916; Bmmister, 1984a, b]. Ollr cala
cuhitfom; were made by using both the Sommerfoki
integrnl expressions of Frnser Smith mod Bubeni&
[1916] and the analytical expressions derived by
Sinha mul B!wuadwrya [1966]. \Ve alsLJ used 0}
the approximate analytical expressions of Bwmister
2. FWLIJ COMPONENTS
[1984a], and (2) some numedcal values for the
The geometry employed in our computations is
horizontal component of the electric field computed
independently by D. M. Bubenik (personal commua shown in Figure 2. The seawater is assumed to be a
nication, 1989) to confirm the results of our compu~ homogeneous conducting medium of conductivity u
occupying the region z < () of a cylindrical coorditations.
The numerical data are presented in a parametric nate system (p, cp, z). The source is a VMD located
form by normalizing all the distances to the skin at a depth of d below the sea surface at the point (0,
0

0

0
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O, -d); it is assumed to have a dipole moment m
that varies harmonically with time t at the angular
frequency w. Such a dipole could consist of a small
insulated wire loop of area dA carrying a current
I exp (iwt), in which case m = IdA (we follow
convention in suppressing the time factor exp (iwt)
in the field expressions). The resulting three nonzero components of the rotationally symmetric
electromagnetic fields, Bp, E.p, and Bz, are evaluated on the sea surface at (p, cf>, 0).
The exact Sommerfeld integral expressions for
the three field components have the following form
[Ba1ios, 1966]:
(1)

+ 3(a + r)(5L 2

1)]

=

+ R=2[Lr(v 5)]I@K@ - R=2[Lr(v + 5)]11K1
=

+ R=2[L(w - 2/fr) + 6f3p= 2r(5r 2 4)]I@K1
=

- R= 2[L(w = 2ar) = 6ap= 2r(5-r 2 = 4)]11K@}

JJ.om

B.,, o 21T

roo

Jo

=

=

5pa 2L 2 = p 2[2 + L 2(a 2 = 12)] + 2L2p 3}

+ LR=3[d1+2a 2

=

=

=

24]I11 K0 - LR=3[d 1 =10T 2]I1K 1
6) + 6f3L =lp=2f]IoK1

LR=3[en + a(20r 2 = 6) = (faL =lp=2J]I1K11}

(6)

where
e =ml
i\ + u Jo(Ap)Ji.. 3 dJi..

(3)

where u'l = ..\ 2 + 'Y'l, 'Y'l 0 iw ft@CT, and J 0 (;\p) and
110.p) are the Bessel functions of the first kind of
orders zero and one, respectively. Analytical ex~
pressions derived by Siri!za and Blzattadwrya
[1966] for the three field components can be written
in the form

+ p='Z[L 2p 3tz + p 2tzUOL2 =

+ is("+ .,H1Li =

(5)

+ 3a 2(2 = 15£2) + (5L 2 = 1)[6 p(a 2 6)]

+ LR=3[e1 + {3(20'1' 2 (2)
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2
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ln[f (R

=

d)]

K{~ (R + d)]

35r 2)]

(4)

In the above expressions, l 11 (a) and K 11 ({3) are
modified Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds of order n and with complex arguments a and
{3. Following Dwight [1961], these Bessel functions
can be expressed in terms of the Kelvin functions
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ber11 (x) 1 bei11 (x), ker11 (x), kei14 (x) and their deriva-

tives (denoted by a prime) as follows:
l@(a)

c

ber@Cam)

+ ibei@(a 111)

l1(a)

c:

bei1Cam)

=

K@(f3)

iberiCam)

= ker@(P m) + ikei@U3 111 )

where
beru(am)

0

[ber@(am)

bei1(ctm)

:::i

[ber@(a 111) + beiij(amHF\12

ker1({3 111)::::: [kerMJ3m)
keii(/3 111 )

:::i

=

=

bei@(a 111Uf\12

luziMPmllf\12

[kerij(p m) + kei@(Pm)lf\12

and where <Xm "'" iai and /3 111 2" l/31. The values of
these Kelvin functions and their derivatives, both of
order zero, are tabulated by Lowell [1959] for a
wide range of arguments. However, because it was
not feasible for us to automate our computations
while using these printed tables, we wrote a computer program to evaluate the necessary Kelvin

functions and their derivatives for any arguments
am and fJ m. After checking the results given by this
program against the data in the Lowell tables, we
incorporated it into our field computation programs.
\Ve computed the electromagnetic field components in two different ways: (1) by numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integrals in (1)~(3) as
modified by Fraser-Smith aml Bubenik [1916] and
using the techniques described by Bubenik [1911];
(2) by evaluating the analytical expressions (4r(6)
derived by Sinha and Blwttadwrya [1966]. Both
sets of equations arc exact, so our results should be
more accurate than those published previously by
Bannister [1984a] and King mui Brown [1984],
where use was made of approximate expressions.
This is true especially for the range of observer
distances where the direct and the lateral wave
components of the fields interfere with one another.
The explicit equations derived by Sinha mui
Blzattaclwrya [1966] are lengthy, but they are useful
because the direct and lateral wave components of
the fields can be explicitly identified in them. More
specifically, the terms that are multiplied by the
exponential term e~P correspond to the direct wave
component, whereas the terms that are multiplied
by the product of the modified Bessel functions ! 11
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and K 13 correspond to the lateral wave component.
Thus the two wave components can easily be extracted and computed separately without approximation. This is not the case for the Sommerfeld
integral expressions given by (1)~(3). where the two
wave components cannot be separated from one
another unless approximations are made [e.g.. Bannister, 1984a. b; King, 1985].
\Ve take the magnetic dipole moment to be unity
{m 0 1 A m:il), with the implication that the computed field values should be multiplied by the actual
dipole moment if they are to be used for a VMD of
arbitrary dipole moment. The units for the electric
and magnetic field components are chosen to be
nanovolt per meter and picotesla (1 pT 0 1 milligamma).
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The principal results of our computations are
presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5, which show the
variation with normalized horizontal distance p!fi of
the amplitudes of the three nonzero field components in their parametric form, 3 3 ~Brl• uo 41E<t,I•
and o3 iBzl· The overall distance range is restricted
to 6 ~ p/8 ~ 20, since that is the range in which the

minimums of interest are located. For each field
component a set of curves arc plotted for a range of
integer values of the normalized depth d!B; the
range varies for each component and depends once
again on the occurrence of the minimums.
Examining each of the figures in tum, we find
little evidence of a minimum in the curves showing
the distance variation of the horizontal magnetic
field component BP (Figure 3). However, there is a
point of inflection in the curves that moves progressively out to larger distances from the source as the
dipole depth is increased and which docs in fact
become a very weak minimum ford"" 128.
The curves in Figures 4 and 5 show a well-defined
minimum in the horizontal electric field component
EiP (Figure 4), and, as expected from the earlier
studies by Fraser-Smith and Bubenik [1976] and
Beumister [1984a, b], in the vertical magnetic field
component B:: (Figure 5). The horizontal location of
the minimum point, Pmin. depends on the depth of
the VMD and it is quite different for the two field
components. For El/J, Pmin ranges approximately
from 10 to 20 skin depths as the dipole depth varies
from 4 to 23 skin depths (only part of this variation
is covered by the data shown in the figure), whereas
Pmin for the Bz component ranges approximately

344
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from 9 to 14 skin depths as the dipole depth varies
from 2 to S skin depths. The curves for both E"~ and
B;', have no further interference minimum~ for di
pole depths outside the above ranges.
In addition to their variation of location with
dipole depth, the minimums also vary in strength.
\Ve will measure this strength by taking the ratio
(measured in decibels) of the minimum amplitude to
the succeeding maximum amplitude as distance is
increased. In Figure 6 we plot the variations of
these amplitude ratios as functions of the normal
ized dipole depth for both E,~ and B:;;. The curves
show that there exists a sharply defined critical
depth d<> for each of the two field components for
which the amplitude ratio is a minimum. For E,~ the
critical depth is 9.385, and the horizontal distance
corresponding to the critical depth is 12.955; the
amplitude ratio for this minimum is close to ~63
dB. Similarly, for the vertical component of the
magnetic field Bz the critical depth of the dipole is
4.228, and the horizontal distance corresponding to
the critical depth is 11.07 8; the amplitude ratio for
this minimum is also close to ~63 dB. As seen in
Figure 6, the ratio of minimum to maximum ampli
tude can change drastically with only a very small
0

0

0

change in the depth of the dipole near the critical
depth de:.
Our primary goal in presenting the dipole field
data in parametric form is to compress the quantity
of data required to illustrate all the significant
variations in the field components while maintaining
maximum generality. The parametric data can be
easily converted into actual values by simple hand
computations. To illustrate, we have converted
some of the parametric data in Figure 5 (which
cover the amplitude of the vertical component of
the magnetic field) into actual field amplitudes mea~
sured in picoteslas for a source frequency of 100 Hz
and for dipole depths of 50, 100, and 200 m. The
results arc shown in Figure 7. At 100 Hz the skin
depth 8 is approximately 25m (assuming er ""' 4.0
Sim). and the normalized amplitudes 83 !Bzi for the
dipole depths of 2, 4, and 8 skin depths must be
divided by 33 = (25) 3 to obtain the actual ampli
tudes of Bz in picoteslas. The horizontal range of
the curves in Figure 7 varies from 210 to 340 m,
which corresponds approximately to the normaln
ized range varying from 8.4 to 13.6 in Figure 5. The
one minimum that can be seen in Figure 7 occurs for
a dipole depth of 100 m and the minimum point is at
0
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a horizontal distance of 273.7 m from the source.

For this one specific curve the ratio of the minimum
amplitude to the following maximum amplitude is
close to 0.116, or -18.7 dB. Note that this is the
same minimum that was studied in some detail by
FraserQSmitlz and Bubenik [1976] and by Bannister
[1984a, b]. Its location differs slightly in Bannister's
analysis due to the approximate analytical expressions that were used in his computations.
The numerical results presented here can be
easily extended to larger horizontal distances by
using the available asymptotic expressions. These
asymptotic expressions are valid under the two
conditions i'YPl >> 1 and p >> d and can be obtained
by taking the first two terms of the asymptotic
expressions of the modified Bessel functions of
large arguments and substituting them in place of
the products of the modified Bessel functions ap~
pearing in the exact expressions given by (4}~(6),
yielding [Sinha and Blzattadzarya, 1966]

Note that the terms corresponding to the direct
wave component in (4}~(6) arc those that have the
exponential multiplier e =p, and they can be neQ
glccted in the asymptotic range because of the large
exponential attenuation. The terms that correspond
to the lateral wave component of the field take the
forms given in (1) in the asymptotic range, and there
they comprise the total field. These latter exprcsa
sions are identical to the ones tabulated by Bmmisq
ter [1984a, Table l] for 'Yo 0 0.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Our computations verify that there is a sharp
minimum in the amplitude of the vertical magnetic
field produced on the sea surface by a VMD suba
merged in seawater. The location and depth of the
minimum vary with the depth of the VMD, but in
general it is located at horizontal distances in the
range of9=14 seawater skin depths for dipole depths
in the range of 2~8 skin depths. We fail to detect a

significant minimum in the varfa.Hon of the amplitude of the horizontaR magnetic :field component,
but there is another sharp minimum in the variation
of the amplitude of the horizontal electric field
component (which also represents the total electric
field in this case). The characteristics of this latter
minimum also vary with the depth of the VMD, but
in general it is located at horizontal distances in the
range of 10-20 skin depths for dipole depths in the
range of 4~23 skin depths. Clearly the minimums in
the electric and magnetic field components differ
both in the horizontal distances at which they occur
and in their variations with dipole depth.
We have assumed a sea of infinite depth, and we
have only considered field measurements on the sea
surface in this work. However, we know that interQ
forcnce minimums are also observed above sea
surface in the fields produced by submerged dipoles
[FraserQSmith and Bubenik, 1979] and similarly in
the fields produced beneath the sea by submerged
dipoles [Bubenik and FraserQSmi!h, 1978]. It is
possible that these other minimums, which are not
confined to VMD sources, could be as sharp or
sharper than those we have discussed here. Furthermore, it is not clear what effect a seafloor might
have on the minimums, although it is known that a
scafloor can sometimes create m:uor changes in the
fields produced by dipole sources [Fraser-Smith et
al .• 1987]. (It docs not appear that minimums are
produced in the electromagnetic fields propagating
through the seafloor from dipole sources located on
the scafloor [Fraser-Smith et al., HJ88]). In a shallow sea it is conceivable that the sea surface minimums we have described here for a submerged
VMD will be partly or wholly filled in due to a wave
component propagating through the scafloor and
then up to the receiver. Under such conditions,
measurements on the field amplitudes in the minimums may provide information about the cffective
electrical conductivity of the seafloor.
For some time it has been evident that more
experiments to measure the electromagnetic fields
produced in, on, and above the sea by harmonic
dipole sources are desirable, since there is now a
large body of theory that has little experimental
backing [Fraser~Smith et ed., 1987). Sharp miniq
mums such as those described in this paper could be
particularly useful in such studies, and in other
experimental work, because they provide an unambiguous and comparatively precise point of refer-
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ence that can greatny enhaince the accuracy of the
measurements.
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